
Japanese For Dummies (For Dummies (Language Literature)) (English Edition) eBook : Chiba,
Hiroko M., Sato, Eriko By Eriko Sato Eriko Sato They go into alot of detail but the book is split up
into many sections and everything is really easy to understand it focuses on pronouncing speaking
and reading things in Japan than it does writing which I appreciate alot since I'm only traveling
abroad to see family and not to go to school I already knew a bit of Japanese before getting the book
but this book was helpful than the ones I was originally taught with Eriko Sato Unlike what another
review states this book does have phrases written in Kana and kanji as well as a list of some basic
useful kanji. I have studied japanese for a good 2yrs on a casual and inconsistent basis and I can tell
this book is quite comprehensive covering the most important fundamentals for any new or
intermediate learner. In no time you’ll make sense of the language well enough to communicate with
native speakers!Includes expanded coverage of grammar verb conjugations and
pronunciationsProvides a refreshed mini dictionary with even essential vocabularyOffers useful
exercises and practice opportunities Helps you learn to speak conversational Japanese with ease
Whether for work school or fun Japanese For Dummies is the fast and easy way to add this language
to your skillset! Japanese For Dummies (For Dummies (Language Literature)) (English Edition)
eBook : Chiba Hiroko M. Eriko Sato Nice book easy to learn well kind of it is still japanese Eriko Sato
Lo compré para mí hijastro le encantó el libro: Every word or phrase is also written in romaji and a
literal pronounciation is included. Eriko Sato Learn to speak JapaneseJapanese language enrollment
is up by 27. 5 percent since 2006 making it the sixth most popular language studied on college
campuses: Whether studying for school business or travel Japanese For Dummies provides complete
coverage of all Japanese language essentials including grammar usage and vocabulary, Complete
with free conversational audio tracks online this handy book offers everything you need to learn the
Japanese language to get ahead in class or on a trip to Japan, Sato ErikoAudios and videos also
should have been covered in a CD Eriko Sato Um livro muito interessante e informador, Aconselho
Eriko Sato This is a super student support for anyone learning Japanese, It takes you through the
basics gently and surely just as you would learn them in a language class. Everything is explained
really well and as you go from the simple to complex language and concepts so you feel confident in
taking the next steps: This would make a brilliant accompanying text to any beginner or anyone
wanting to get a basic understanding before travelling to Japan[1]

Llego en tiempo y es lo que quería. Vale a pena o dinheiro. I found it easy to follow and to
understand. Eriko Sato
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